June 18, 2019

Chairman Ajit Pai  
445 12 Street, SW  
Washington, DC 20555

RE: Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the 5.9 Ghz Spectrum Band

Dear Chairman Pai:

We write to express our support for action by the Commission that would initiate a Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (FNPRM) on the 5.9 Ghz spectrum band in the Federal Communications Commission’s July agenda.

The 5.9 Ghz band has incredible value and should be put to good use for the benefit of American consumers. Unfortunately, over the past two decades, the spectrum band has not lived up to its promise, which has cost consumers and the larger economy. American spectrum policy, along with technological and economic progress, depend on efficiently using all available resources – including wireless spectrum. The FCC, of which you are Chair, is respected and equipped to make well-reasoned, fact-based decisions surrounding spectrum use. It is time that we not dwell on past failure, but instead look to new ideas that would put the 5.9 Ghz band to work for consumers.

America needs to maintain its technological lead in the world and especially in providing WiFi services. Our country must enable WiFi to provide a seamless, ubiquitous, and highly reliable connectivity across the country. Taking steps today will prepare us for a future with advanced applications, quantum computing, and artificial intelligence. These advances will spur further innovation in telemedicine, education, agriculture, autonomous vehicles, manufacturing and auto-safety, among others. We believe it is reasonable for the FCC to take a “fresh look” at the 5.9 band and should consider using the spectrum for advances in WiFi, but the surest way to disadvantage ourselves and delay these advances and their economic benefit is for the FCC to do nothing and allow 75 MHz of critical mid-band spectrum to remain unused for another twenty years.

The 5.9 Ghz spectrum band belongs to the American people and should be put to use rather than remain virtually vacant. Mr. Chairman, we have waited twenty years for this valuable asset to be put to use, and we support your call for the beginning of a new conversation via a new FNPRM on the 5.9 Ghz band. We are confident that they facts will lead you to the right conclusion and that the opportunity to present fresh ideas will better serve the interest of American consumers.

Respectfully,

Henry C. “Hank” Johnson, Jr.
Member of Congress

Brian Babin, D.D.S.
Member of Congress